Dear Mr. President,

You need a few allies.

I might be able to help.


First though you need to pass a reading test which my one American programmer and close colleague, Adam L. Tucker failed, and I suspect he is not alone and hence it is fair to say that others as well can benefit including Dr. Teri Lawton, a reading therapist as well as Dr. SeBastian, a quack chiro who should not be confused with Spanish master oil painter Sebastian Capella.

**Classified information on South Africa's biological warfare programme, which it developed with the assistance of British and United States intelligence services, was stored on CD-Rom.**

The data was handed over to the incoming government of President Nelson Mandela by outgoing President FW de Klerk in 1994, and remains under lock and key.
By the way Adam L. Tucker did manage to pick up in one of my heavily broadcasted communiqués that I was having difficulty getting hold of Ms. Caroline Dempster who wrote the above in an article titled, *Revenge of South Africa's 'Dr Death'.*


Moreover, Adam who also suffers from Crohn’s decease can be excused despite me sending him a private note to read the article again carefully and not picking up any reference whatsoever to the verbiage “United States intelligence services” such as the CIA because he recently joined a gym, very possibly Frogs in Solana Beach, the next beach town north of heavily city council and real estate corrupt Del Mar, California located on the north American continent.

Furthermore, because Adam has no health insurance he and his internet friend Mindy who I am sure you know as much about as me given how for starters I know you can not only read the written so clearly spelled out in Mr. Dempster’s article that resulted in my wife’s 15 year old son Jonathan suggesting I send it to every school teacher including his own, traveled to Tijuana to purchase cheap generic drugs to combat his Crohn’s decease which I believe may run in your family.

When, however, we “cut to the chase”, the fact of the matter is that the CIA’s involvement with the South African Apartheid Regime’s development of biological weapons that may date back even before the US government supported the National Socialist Party of South Africa grabbing power on May 26th, 1948, is not necessarily all that “interesting” when you have a roof over your head, food in your stomach and a chick willing to give you a “blow job” although as you may already know Adam’s relationship with Mindy is “platonic” or so Adam says.

As I now fine-tune what I have already begun sending to teachers and professors throughout the world in an effort to get them to be better educators first by distancing themselves between the administrators and the parents of the students where they act mostly as glorified babysitters when not encouraging the students to be bigger imbeciles than themselves, let me continue the “reading test”.

**Investigators in the case against Dr Basson never had access to the results of the apartheid chemical warfare research programme. Dr Basson was re-employed by the South African National Defence Force in 1995 on the basis that unless he was kept "onboard", there could be no assurances "how he would use the knowledge he had acquired"**, the then Deputy Defence Minister Ronnie Kasrils said.

I figured that at US$75 a barrel of oil most Americans living off paychecks as in “hand to mouth” or on fixed incomes are better off staying home, declaring bankruptcy and start living off welfare checks.

Now I am not alone in coming to this very logical conclusion as more and more Americans find themselves also at their “wits end”; case in point Dr. Lawton who
has yet to the best of my knowledge contacted Mr. Ron Bellows, a senior risk management consultant to have him help her do a review of Dr. Sebastian’s liability insurance coverage.

At US$103 a barrel it really doesn’t make much of a difference to those just staying at home living off their welfare checks although those welfare checks don’t go very far when the food they have delivered at their door costs that much more.

We all know, those of us interested that is, that some 80% of the cost of war is fuel but money only means something if you have to pay in currency and when you have a gun pointed at someone’s head that too is currency although we usually attach some legalize to this naughty act, “Armed Robbery”.

When President elect John F. Kennedy met with Anglo South African Harry Oppenheimer at the Carlyle Hotel located on the upper east end of Manhattan, New York City, the money laundering and intelligence gathering capital of the world for the De Beers diamond syndicate, it is unlikely that either JFK or Mr. Oppenheimer or his American partner Charles Engelhard were armed which of course was also geared to impress not only the United States Secret Service who were protecting the future President of the United States who carries the title Commander In Chief of all United States Armed forces, but the United States Justice Department that oversees the FBI, and then of course the United States Congress were not exactly kept in the dark about this most bizarre meeting of an incoming President who had previously met with Harry Oppenheimer and Charles Engelhard at Engelhard’s Camp Chaleur estate across the border in Quebec, Canada.

Again, none of this may interest even you or your awesome wife but it might especially if you can in fact still read a financial statement as well as you did when first entering the White House as President and you were presented with the balance sheet of the United States that reflected very accurately why a year prior your predecessor, Bill “Rhodes-De Beers Scholar lawyer” Clinton in the most bizarre ending to a speech he gave at Caltech University on January 21st, 2000 declared in so many words, “The United States of America is ripe for a Bosnian style ethnic cleansing civil war”.


At one time De Beers had a memorial website dedicated to Harry which they took down once I began to question the lack of reference to Charles Engelhard who died not all that mysteriously at age 54.

Yes, Mr. President, it is absolutely impossible for you to get out of your mind from now until next meeting up with our very good but most vengeful Maker testing each one of us to the very limit those words, “The data was handed over to the incoming government of President Nelson Mandela by outgoing President FW de Klerk in 1994, and remains under lock and key.”
Of course it doesn’t matter to me in the least whether you or Adam L. Tucker or Davide, the barman at Il Forniao or this very sick New York Jewish teacher who I ran into last evening can follow a word I am writing.

What is only important to me is that I do my level best to share the knowledge I have of the truth and at the same time expose each and every person who fails to act on such knowledge allowing them of course the opportunity to ignore what I say and/or respond in kind.

I am, of course, perfectly comfortable with my “choices in life” and I think it is well reflected in my happy face versus the faces of each person I meet including Adam, Davide and Mr. Bola who reluctantly gave me his name which of course may not be real, and not to forget this Rastafarian gentleman who at first took issue with me with how I went about almost bringing Mr. Bola to tears before appearing to catch on rather quickly why I didn’t take Mr. Bola’s advice and return to my home country of South Africa.

Mr. President, you and I both know term limits are not the answer and even having everyone vote on every law via the internet even if we could get everyone hooked up and interested enough to do it if only to be entertained by pushing buttons possibly even the same button they use when playing video games that causes not only an awesome sound but each time they vote even if they simply train their favorite pet results in a payment of sorts, might not work because there is still the need to come up what issues are important to those of us so very indifferent and so very busy in our daily lives.

Still what I have suggested above seems a whole lot better than what we have right now.

Moreover, we could tweak it a little by only allowing those in military uniform to vote beginning with voting themselves livable wages and I doubt they would have any difficulty in getting each and every law they propose passed in a heartbeat.

The Mossad, Mr. President are not the only intelligence institute in the world who do not pay for their own intelligence.

Money is just one means of exchange.

Gold is another.

Barter is the preferred since you can’t eat either gold or money although gold is so very nice to the touch, the perfect weight, non-reproducible and it doesn’t corrode.

We are getting very close to the end of the road, Mr. President and there is still a lot you can in the time remaining before your most beautiful wife suggests you go live in a different country and simply grow a beard.
I am now getting a little ahead of myself and simply suggest as I now prepare to
catch some waves on my wave ski, that you figure out what I will be saying in Part II of this
communiqué beginning with how easy it is when you have truth on your side to
convince your enemy that you are not the enemy and when returning to their
homes and sitting quietly with their family members to patiently and methodically
figure out which one of them, if any, can be trusted with the truth until such time
as the only people wanting to wage war are those who profit from war and I know
versus think, it is fair to say that American service people are not profiting
handsomely from all the wars and it is showing in their results on the battlefield up
against 3rd rate militaries.

Moreover, the best militaries in the world beginning with the Israeli and Chinese
military are also not compensated close to how well they perform and they
remember have a whole lot more truths on their side than our service people only
NOW just waking up to such abominable truths that the CIA with the full knowledge
of the 3 Branches of the United States Government were involved in South Africa’s
biological warfare programme, all stored on CD-ROM and handed over to the
incoming government of President Nelson Mandela by outgoing President FW de
Klerk in 1994, and remains under lock and key.

By The Way, New York teacher Mr. Bola took issue with me after I let him speak for
more than a minute and a half about how Jewish Americans did not have access to
the internet back in the late 1920s, earlier 30s as well as all the way through to
when the Russian Red Army, not American GIs, liberated Auschwitz on February
2nd, 1945, and had no way of knowing about the atrocities and therefore those
Jewish people alive today should have no shame let alone their children and
grandchildren.

Without even bothering to mention that Hitler’s Mein Kampf spelled out rather
clearly his intentions well before business interests created the environment that
had Hitler taking over as Chancellor of Germany on January 30th, 1933 without
there being any election not that anything would have changed given how the “fix”
was already in, I simply asked this teacher what he who is about my biological age
of 50 but about 99.9999% recurring in worse physical shape and it is reflected not
only on his face but the company he keeps including the lady with the widow’s
hump perfect for the likes of Dr. Sebastian, thought about his own actions in terms
of the United States of America’s support of the South African Apartheid Regime for
a period of some 45 odd years beginning some 3 years after the Russian Red Army
liberated Auschwitz, that inevitably resulted in this monkey of a human being
without the intelligence of gnat responding,

“Why don’t you go back to South Africa?”

BTW, there might be several days delay before you receive your copy of Part II as I
will be providing “protective services” to my wife Marie Dion Gevisser who has not
yet fully recovered from the hard fall she took two weeks ago tomorrow in the
Cleveland National Forest although she is most definitely on the mend; it very
reassuring what our medical doctor friends have to say beginning with what highly skilled and experienced Lily White Weathy Eater orthopedic surgeon Dr. Norman Kane MD who was quite emphatic, “Stay away from all doctors” after completing the most thorough, most logical examination of Marie Dion Gevisser that most of all had her walking on her heels, bare foot that is, then on her toes before then touching her toes which she did rather easily; then again MDG does happen to have the perfect female body thanks to her genes beginning with her maternal great, great grandfather who a Huron Indian Chief who married the hottest French Canadian very possibly his prize following a victory in a lacrosse game.

Not to mention that today my most aware and very visual wife is rather well equipped to rely on both the revolver Judge Hendrix placed in her possession back on October 24th, 2002 after her out of control X husband who had attempted to murder both her and my reputation blurted out loudly in court that I had a gun which I had given to my wife principally to defend herself against this ill-bred redneck, as well as a very high powered shotgun although she may be better off these days with FBI protection were former members of Israel’s most elite Maritime Special Forces, Flotilla 13, have “conflicting schedules”.

Of course MDG has much more going for her than an extraordinary command of mathematics which is of course critical to an ability to not only logically thought process but the very best way to make a child become an independent thinker given how such a study removes the “godliness” of the parents and grandparents over controlling their children most of all with money that has them forgetting that their parents and grandparents couldn’t even be close to God who would be the only one capable of designing such an extraordinary universal language; again the mind, all chemistry that translates back into the science into the math, the first but not only indicator of the Supernatural.

To mention little of Dr. Kane MD not feeling the need to lay a hand on my most gorgeous looking and a body to die for wife who I am quite certain would not have been in the least bothered by very handsome and so naturally charming Dr. Kane who also has the most perfect bedside manner no different to my first cousin cardiologist Dr. Dr. Barry Molk MD.

To mention in passing, I am going to be doing quite a bit of traveling this weekend starting out by leaving in less than 20 minutes for our rock home in the Cleveland National Forest driving with our 90+ year young friend Gene Requa and his wolf in Gene’s 1964 Studebaker before returning to our cliff house and then riding back on my superfast Ducati ST4S to join my wife who spent last night alone.
I have every confidence in the world that people like Lily White Wheaty Eaters Adam L. Tucker and Mr. Jeffrey R. Krinsk and never to forget Black American Devin
Standard will have little difficulty in writing my forthcoming book, The History of Money Creation and its Future!; bearing in mind most of all that Mr. JRK in particular while “ignoring” me a little as of late, not to mention he has been an ardent supporter of the Nazi Socialist Democratic Party here in the US all his adult life, is as honest a business person as it gets and of course very credible to boot, beginning with the fact that until I mentioned it to him, he was totally unaware of the use of “under and over invoicing” which importers and exporters use to not only avoid paying taxes but transfer their wealth from a very carefully contrived “hot spot” to a “safe haven” that in the past 100 years has very rarely been the United States of America given how the real “Money Power” people have never believed that the world would be so very dumb not to have figured out the nonsense of the Diamond Invention.

Sincerely,

Gary S. Gevisser
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